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Abstract

This paper presents initial experiment results toward re-
alizing a multi-core CPU for wireless sensor nodes. The
multi-core CPU reduces power consumption with enabling
users to easily manage hard real-time tasks. The results
show a sensor node with triple CPUs can eliminate about
76 % of power consumption compared to a single CPU sen-
sor node.

1. Introduction

Wireless sensor nodes have to satisfy two objectives,
which are reduction of power consumption and hard real-
time operation. It is difficult to satisfy the objectives at the
same time with a single-core CPU because of the following
reasons. The single-core CPU has to process many tasks
concurrently. If two or more tasks have deadlines, the dead-
lines increase CPU load. To guarantee all the deadlines,
users have to select the CPU frequency with considering
the worst case. However, higher frequency causes higher
power consumption. Additionally, the users also have to
care about conflict management among the tasks.

In this paper we presents a multi-core CPU can reduce
power consumption with enabling users to easily manage
hard real-time tasks. The multi-core CPU allows distribut-
ing tasks to several cores. The distribution decreases CPU
frequency, and reduces power consumption. The distri-
bution also enables users to easily manage hard real-time
tasks. We have developed a multi-core CPU circuit proto-
type, and evaluated the power consumption according to a
number of CPUs using the prototype. The results show a
sensor node with triple CPUs can eliminate about 76 % of
power consumption compared to a single CPU sensor node.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the problems of single-core CPU design wireless sensor net-
works. Section 3 discusses on a multi-core CPU design and
its benefits. The implementation of prototype and its eval-
uation are shown in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes

our work.

2. Problems on A Single-Core Sensor Node

A wireless sensor node has to achieve the following two
requirements at the same time. First is a hard real-time op-
eration. A wireless sensor node has many hard real-time
tasks such as sensing, calculating, communicating, and so
on. These tasks have to be completed within their deadlines
for accurate operation. Second is low power consumption.
Since a wireless sensor node has a battery that has limited
power source, it is crucial to minimize power consumption
in wireless sensor applications. However, there is a trade-
off between the requirements. To satisfy the first require-
ment, CPU must be driven at sufficiently high frequency,
but the higher frequency increases power consumption.

The trade-off is related to the CPU structure. CPUs are
constructed of CMOS transistors. They consume electri-
cal energy when CMOS transistors are switched, and re-
quired driving voltage depends approximately linearly on
clock frequency. According to [4], power consumption P
on CPU is approximately derived as follows:

P = α × CL × V 2
dd × f (Vdd ≥ β × f) (1)

where the α is ratio of switched transistors to all the tran-
sistors in the CPU, CL is load capacity of the CMOS tran-
sistors of the CPU, Vdd is power supply voltage, f is CPU
clock frequency, and β is proportional constant that varies
according to the CPU circuit architecture. As we can see
from the above equation, it is important to decrease voltage
to preserve power consumption of the CPU.

To verify the equation (1), we evaluate the dependency
of power consumption on clock frequency using Microchip
PIC18 Microcontroller [3]. We calculated power consump-
tion per instruction with division of measured power con-
sumption on the used clock frequency. According to [3],
the maximum frequency fmax at which a PIC18 microcon-
troller can run when voltage V is supplied is defined as fol-
lows:

fmax = 16.36 × (V − 2.0) + 4 (V ≥ 2.0) (2)



Table 1. Frequency v.s. Guaranteed Voltage
Frequency Voltage Frequency Voltage

2 MHz 2.00 V 10 MHz 2.37 V
4 MHz 2.00 V 12 MHz 2.49 V
6 MHz 2.12 V 16 MHz 2.73 V
8 MHz 2.24 V 20 MHz 2.98 V
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Figure 1. Power Consumption per Instruction
v.s. Clock Frequency

We evaluated power consumption in case of using 2 MHz,
4 MHz, 6 MHz, 8 MHz, 10 MHz, 12 MHz, 16 MHz,
20 MHz ceramic resonators. Table 1 shows the selected
frequency and the corresponding voltage.

The evaluated power consumption per instruction is
shown in Figure 1. This results shows that it is possible
to reduce power consumption by reducing clock frequency
since it allows selecting lower voltages. For example, a
20 MHz CPU consumes about 220 % more power than a
4 MHz CPU.

3. Multi-Core CPU for Wireless Sensor Net-
works

A multi-core CPU allows distributing tasks among sev-
eral cores. This provides an efficient solution to make CPU
of wireless sensor nodes provide hard real-time operation
with decreasing power consumption.

If we use a multi-core CPU, it becomes easy to imple-
ment each task with satisfying the deadline because each
core performs only a few numbers of tasks (ideally only
a single task). This allows users to implement each task
without considering the other tasks in terms of time restric-
tion. For this reason, we believe that the multi-core CPU

for wireless sensor nodes provides us easiness of building
applications.

Additionally, the multi-core CPU can decrease power
consumption. If it is possible to set optimal clock frequency
to each core, users can select the lowest CPU clock fre-
quency that complete the assigned task within its deadline
since the user may know the deadline of each task. There-
fore, the sum of the frequency that satisfy each deadline of a
task assigned to a core is lower than the frequency that sat-
isfies all the deadlines with a single-core CPU. Since high-
frequency leads to high power consumption as mentioned in
section 2, a multi-core CPU can reduce power consumption
of wireless sensor nodes.

The purpose of the multi-core CPU for wireless sensor
nodes corresponds to existing multi-core CPU for laptop
computers. However, task model of wireless sensor nodes
is different to that of laptop computers. We need to quanti-
tatively estimate power consumption on the multi-core CPU
depending on task model in wireless sensor networks.

4. Experimental Setup

To verify our concept for the multi-core CPU, we esti-
mate power consumption according to a number of CPUs
by the following method. We prototype the multi-core CPU
with a multi-CPU sensor node, and we develop two bench-
marks assuming two kind of application for wireless sensor
networks. We run the benchmarks on the prototyped multi-
CPU sensor node and measure its power consumption with
changing a number of CPUs.

4.1. Circuit Prototype

The developed circuit is shown in Figure 2. The circuit
block diagram of the system is also shown in Figure 3. For
simplicity, we employ master-slave architecture. We can
measure its power consumption from the supplied voltage
and the voltage indicator.

The prototype has three PIC18 CPUs and one real time
clock. The circuit allows changing frequency of each CPU
statically with changing a corresponding ceramic resonator.
The voltage is configurable by a stabilized power supply,
but the same voltage is supplied for all the CPUs. The out-
put pin of each CPU is connected to external interrupt pins
on the other CPUs so that CPUs can invoke task execution
on other CPUs.

4.2. Benchmark

To emulate the behavior of applications with the circuit
prototype, we measured calculation cost of various com-
putational tasks including sensing, several calculation pro-
cessing, wireless communication module handling. Table 2



Figure 2. Multi-Core CPU Circuit Prototype
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Figure 3. Circuit Block Diagram

shows the cycle, deadline and calculation cost of each mea-
sured task, and the cost will transform to computation time
according to clock frequency of the CPU.

The sensing task samples acceleration of the wireless
node at 100 Hz sampling rate. The RMS task calculates
RMS (Root Mean Square) of sampled acceleration data.
PHY (TX) is a task which sends bit-stream to a wireless
communication module (TI CC1000). PHY (RX) is a task
which handles bit-stream from CC1000. The CS (carrier
sense) task obtains RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indi-
cator) and estimates whether transmitting neighbor nodes
exist or not. Finally, the CRC task calculates CRC value to
check the correctness of received packet.

We develop two benchmarks using the measured tasks,
and the benchmarks are a sampling with communication
benchmark and RMS sampling benchmark. The sampling
with communication benchmark assumes an earthquake
monitoring [2, 6]. The earthquake monitoring needs precise
time-synchronized 100 Hz sampling, and the tasks are peri-
odically executed with strict deadline. Therefore, the sam-
pling with communication benchmark includes four tasks:
sampling, RMS, PHY (RX), and CRC.

The RMS sampling benchmark assumes human context

Table 2. Characteristics of Tasks
Task Cycle Deadline Cost

Sensing 10 msec 17 usec 17 cycle
RMS 10 msec 10 msec 5957 cycle

PHY (TX) 26 usec 26 usec 39 cycle
PHY (RX) 26 usec 26 usec 39 cycle

CS 50 msec 416 usec 465 cycle
CRC 10 msec 4.2 msec 503 cycle

Table 3. Task Assignment (APP1)

CPU Number Clock Frequency task(s)

1 CPU 8 MHz sensing, RMS, PHY, CRC

2 CPU 6 MHz PHY, CRC
4 MHz sensing, RMS

6 MHz PHY
3 CPU 4 MHz CRC

4 MHz sensing, RMS

recognition application [1]. The human context recognition
application periodically senses acceleration and calculates
its RMS value. When the calculated RMS value exceeds a
threshold, the sensor node broadcasts an event packet. The
event packet is relayed through sensor nodes in a multi-hop
fashion. In this application, sensor nodes communicate with
long-preamble MAC [5], and the preamble length is set to
50 ms. Therefore, the RMS sampling benchmark includes
four tasks: sensing, RMS, CS, and PHY (TX).

5. Results

We measured power consumption on two benchmarks
using the circuit prototype with changing a number of
CPUs. We refer the sampling with communication bench-
mark as APP1, and the RMS sampling as APP2.

Table 3 and Table 4 shows the task assignment for each
core. We selected the lowest frequency that meets appli-
cation time restrictions on completion of tasks. The lowest
frequency was determined using results of a preliminary ex-
periment by varying a clock frequency. We selected a volt-
age which provides minimum power sufficient for running
CPU at the determined frequency.

Figure 4 shows total current of used CPUs for three
cases: single-core CPU, double-core CPU and triple-core
CPU. We can see that the single-core CPU uses more power
compared to other two multi-core CPUs. We can also see
that the single-core CPU cannot sleep during transmission
times because the PHY task is running.

Figure 5 shows the average power consumption in case



Table 4. Task Assignment (APP2)
CPU Number Clock Frequency task(s)

1 CPU 20 MHz sensing, RMS, CS, PHY

2 CPU 12 MHz CS, PHY
4 MHz sensing, RMS

6 MHz PHY
3 CPU 6 MHz CS

4 MHz sensing, RMS
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Figure 4. Current by Time Series (APP2)

of APP1, APP2 with PHY, and APP2 without PHY on sin-
gle CPU, double CPUs and triple CPUs. The power con-
sumption for APP2 with PHY was averaged between 90 ms
and 140 ms in Figure 4, and that for APP2 without PHY was
averaged between 40 ms and 90 ms in Figure 4. The results
show that a multi-core CPU can reduce power consump-
tion. With controlling the voltage of each individual CPU, it
seems possible to reduce power consumption increasingly,
since each CPU can select optimum voltage according to
the sufficient frequency for running necessary tasks. In this
case, applications which have large bias of processing re-
quest such as APP2 with PHY can greatly reduce power
consumption. For example, the triple CPU can eliminate
about 76 % of power consumption compared to the single
CPU in APP2 with PHY. On the other hand, in case of low
bias, the reduction is small.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have described our motivation for a
multi-core CPU that is reduction of power consumption and
simplification of sensor networks application development.
We also have showed an evaluation of power consumption
with a developed multi-core CPU circuit prototype.

There are two disadvantages of multi-core CPU design.
The first one is that using the larger number of cores in-
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Figure 5. Power Consumption v.s. CPU Cores

creases the cost of a sensor node. However, we believe that
extra cost is compensated by the fact that the lifetime of
device is prolonged due to lower power consumption. The
second one is that the multi-core CPU has communication
overhead among cores. However, communication overhead
can be minimized by sharing a single memory space among
cores.

In our future work, we will evaluate a multi-core CPU in
terms of power consumption, cost and computational over-
head. Moreover, we will design a multi-core CPU special-
ized for wireless sensor nodes based on these evaluations.
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